
Pik Emma (4,783m map, 4,803m 
GPS), north ridge; Pik Laetitia 
(4,940m  map, 4 ,952m  GPS), 
southwest couloir and northwest 
face; P ik 5 ,318m , w est fa ce  
attempt. Inspired by the 2010 
A ng lo -A m er ican  exped it io n  
(AAJ 2011), Richard Tremellen 
and I set off in July for the 
remarkably unexplored Djangart 
region. The h ighest sum m it,  
P ik  5 ,318m , p r e s e n te d  the

D j a n g a r t  R a n g e



most obvious goal. Alas, it remains unclimbed. 
However, we m ade two first ascents and are 
richer for the experience of an expedition of this 
nature. The unknow n presented as m uch of a 
challenge as anything we faced on the mountains.

Unable to arrange horses to carry over the 
Djangart Pass, we set up base camp in the Kaichi 
Valley, two arduous days’ walking from the highest 
mountains. Time on these peaks was limited, as we 
could not carry supplies for anything more than 
alpine-style ascents from base camp.

O ur first objective was Pik 4,783, which 
lay above the en try  to the eastern  Akoguz 
Glacier, im m ediately west of Pik 5,318m. We 
were attracted by the possibility of a sum m it 
view toward our intended route on 5,318m, and
that 5,318 formed part of a long 
ridge w ith no previous ascents 
of any of its sum m its. Though 
the approach to the ridge via the 
northwest rib was tiresome, due 
to poor rock (we climbed the flank 
of Pik 4,561m, without going to its 
top), the north ridge of the peak 
itself had a beautiful ambience, 
and provided interesting, though 
never difficult, climbing. The ridge 
began as a broad, gentle crest but 
narrow ed and steepened as we 
moved south. Soft snow forced us 
to bivouac several hundred meters 
short of the summit, but we didn’t 
mind spending the night in such 
a spectacular location. The final 
hour of climbing the next morning 
(July 22) presented mixed ground, 
a heavily corniced ridge, and a 
beautiful summit. In the prevailing 
conditions the grade was around 
AD. We nam ed the sum m it Pik 
Emma (41.69426° N, 78.92930° E) 
and descended a rather dangerous 
gully on the west face.

After a rest at base camp 
and an attempt at Pik 4,940m (see



below), we returned over the Djangart Pass, taking two 
days to reach the west side of Pik 5,318m, the trek over the 
moraines of the N1 Glacier alone taking seven torturous 
hours. We had taken supplies for only six days, so it was a 
great disappointment when our first 36 hours were spent 
in a cramped bivouac, watching snow pour down. With 
a slight clearing on our fourth day, we edged higher by 
means of a rock rib, in order to make a bid for the summit 
once the snow consolidated. The rib proved easy up to 
4,750m, where a 60m snowfield separated us from another 
safe rib. We tentatively moved onto it, but our luck was 
out. Cracking of the surrounding snow stopped us. There 
was no need for discussion; this was the end of the climb. 
Pik 5,318m is achievable; the climbing as far as our high 
point had not been difficult, and it appeared, given good 
conditions, to be relatively straightforward above.

A peak that had caught our eye on our first day in 
the Kaichi Valley was not marked on the map, other than 
a tiny ring of contours reaching 4,940m on the watershed 
between the Kaichi Valley and N7 Glacier. Striking in 
appearance, it became our final project. A ttempting a 
one-day push on July 26, via the southwest couloir and 
northwest face, we had met soft snow on the sum mit 
structure and bivouacked with no gear at 4,650m. We 
hoped to complete the ascent next morning, but a snow 
storm forced descent.

However, our August 5 attempt proved successful. The 
route began by ascending an increasingly steep snow and ice 
couloir in the most spectacular mountain setting. Above lay 
a long traverse over 70° ice, the first difficulty of a fantastic 
route. This was followed by a 100m step of sound rock, at 
UIAAIII/IV, giving access to the summit block. It looked like 
this final section would go easily, but we were wrong. Two 
hundred meters of Scottish 5 and 80° mixed terrain led to 
the top. We named the peak Laetitia (41.64860° N, 78.81608° 
E) and the route the Phoenix (1,300m, TD), due to it being 
completed after an initial failure.

During the return home we wondered whether climbing alpine style, as we did, was the most 
suitable. Our attempt on Point 5,318m, for example, couldn’t allow a 36-hour snow storm plus time 
for consolidation. However, alpine style did allow time for three other climbs, whereas a siege on 
one objective would not. Either way, our advice to anyone planning a similar expedition would be 
to expect the unexpected, be flexible, keep on smiling, and you might come home with something 
to show for it.

For more information visit Djangart Ascents Kyrgyzstan on Facebook.
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